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soccer Hawks devastated after weekend losses

For the first
time since
2009,
women’s
soccer walks
away from
the season
without a
medal after
being
eliminated
from the
OUA
final four

BA, BSc merge
Pearl leung
staff writer

Beginning fall 2015, Wilfrid Laurier
University will no longer be offering
separate bachelor of arts kinesiology
and bachelor of science kinesiology degrees. Incoming students will
instead be working towards a single
bachelor of kinesiology.
“We tried to take the best part of
our old BA program and the best part
of our BSc program, and combined
them into one degree,” explained
Pam Bryden, the chair of the kinesiology and physical education
department.
The existence of two separate
kinesiology degrees has long confused students and their parents, as
there were very few areas where the
programs differed. The kinesiology
components of both degrees are al-
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Waterloo ranked top city
for appeal to newcomers
Daina goldfinger
lead reporter

The Conference Board of Canada
released a report in September that
ranked the top 50 Canadian cities
that appeal to newcomers. Waterloo
ranked as the top city that is considered attractive to migrants.
The ranking was based off of seven
categories: economy, education,
innovation, environment, housing, society and healthcare. Within
each of these seven categories, there
are 43 indicators that influence the
ranking.
Each city received a letter grade
that determines their ranking in
each category. Waterloo received an
overall ‘A’ grade and is considered to

have a strong magnetic pull toward
migrants.
According to Alan Arcand, associate director of the centre for municipal studies at the Conference Board
of Canada, there are a couple major
indicators that constitute the seven
categories, including GDP per capita,
education level over the population,
water usage and air quality, business
and educational attainment, affordable housing, doctors and hospital
beds per capita and rates of poverty,
crime and gender equality.
After Waterloo, Calgary ranked
as the next most attractive city to
migrants, followed by Ottawa, Richmond Hill, Vancouver and St. John’s.
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“The universities are
probably the biggest
game-changer.”

-Justin McFadden, executive director
of economic development at the City
of Waterloo
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What is gluten?

“An ingredient in most
wheat products. A lot of
people are allergic to it.”
–Bethany Aubrey,
fourth-year sociology

“I don’t really know
what it is but I know
people are allergic to it.”
–Fitesa Osdautai, second-year criminology

“Honestly I really don’t
know.”
–Gianluca Landoni,
fifth-year business

“It’s something you can
find in food ingredients.”
–Roxanne Senouci,
fourth-year business

“A protein in wheats and
grains.”
–Tala El-Khatib, secondyear economics
Compiled by Moyo Arewa
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The Cord is the official student
newspaper of the Wilfrid Laurier University community.
Started in 1926 as the College
Cord, The Cord is an editorially independent newspaper
published by Wilfrid Laurier
University Student Publications,
Waterloo, a corporation without
share capital. WLUSP is governed by its board of directors.
Opinions expressed within
The Cord are those of the author
and do not necessarily refl ect
those of the editorial board, The
Cord, WLUSP, WLU or CanWeb
Printing Inc. All content appearing in The Cord bears the
copyright expressly of their
creator(s) and may not be used
without written consent.
The Cord is created using Macintosh computers running Mac
OS X 10.5 using Adobe Creative
Suite 4. Canon cameras are
used for principal photography.

The Cord has been a proud
member of the Ontario Press
Council since 2006. Any
unsatisfi ed complaints can
be sent to the council at info@
ontpress.com.
The Cord’s circulation for
a normal Wednesday issue
is 6,000 copies and enjoys a
readership of over 10,000. Cord
subscription rates are $20.00
per term for addresses within
Canada.
The Cord has been a proud
member of the Canadian University Press (CUP)since 2004.

PREAMBLE

The Cord will keep faith with
its readers by presenting news
and expressions of opinions
comprehensively, accurately
and fairly. The Cord believes
in a balanced and impartial
presentation of all relevant
facts in a news report, and of all
substantial opinions in a matter
of controversy.
The staff of The Cord shall
uphold all commonly held ethical conventions of journalism.
When an error of omission or of

commission has occurred, that
error shall be acknowledged
promptly. When statements
are made that are critical of an
individual, or an organization,
we shall give those affected
the opportunity to reply at the
earliest time possible. Ethical
journalism requires impartiality, and consequently conflicts
of interest and the appearance
of conflicts of interest will be
avoided by all staff.
The only limits of any newspaper are those of the world
around it, and so The Cord will
attempt to cover its world with a
special focus on Wilfrid Laurier
University, and the community
of Kitchener-Waterloo, and with
a special ear to the concerns of
the students of Wilfrid Laurier
University. Ultimately, The
Cord will be bound by neither
philosophy nor geography in its
mandate.
The Cord has an obligation
to foster freedom of the press
and freedom of speech. This
obligation is best fulfilled when
debate and dissent are encouraged, both in the internal work-

ings of the paper, and through
The Cord’s contact with the
student body.
The Cord will always attempt
to do what is right, with fear
of neither repercussions, nor
retaliation. The purpose of
the student press is to act as
an agent of social awareness,
and so shall
conduct the
affairs of our
newspaper.

Quote of the week:
“This is workplace
harassment”
-Graphics Editor Joshua
Awolade re: a picture of him
with Nicolas Cage
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Students opt to enhance degrees
Double degrees majors can help students set themselves apart in the competitive job market
shelby blackley
campus news editor

With a growing competitive job market, students are under a lot of pressure to stand out when they graduate
from university.
According to Marilyn Watson,
functional analyst for the enrolment
services project team at Wilfrid Laurier University, a solution to setting
yourself apart in the job hunt could
be by getting a more comprehensive education in the way of double
degrees or double majors.
“This has been going on for as long
as I can remember, but the employment situation has cycles and this
just happens to be one where it’s
a tough job to find something out
there,” she explained.
Double degrees involve the pursuit of two separate honours degrees
at the same time and can take students up to five or six years to complete. These double degrees combine
an honours in business administration with some other honours degree
in the faculty of science or from the
University of Waterloo.
A combined major only takes the
typical four years, but can be two
majors within the faculty of arts
or faculty of science with lessened
requirements for both.
According to Watson, between 30
to 40 per cent of students at Laurier’s
Waterloo campus have a combined
major, while up to 50 or 60 per cent
of students at Laurier’s Brantford
campus pursue two majors or a
combined degree with minors and
options.
However only a small percentage of students — possibly only 20,
according to Watson — will graduate
from one of the five double degree
options Laurier offers.
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A combined major takes four years and involves taking two majors within the faculty of arts or faculty of science.

“The double degree students, they
can write their ticket [to the workforce],” Watson said.
Watson said the office of the registrar encourages students to add to
their degree.
The university also offers around
25 options, which are a series of
credits that create a specialization,
such as a management option or a
legal studies option.
“Laurier is one of the most flexible
universities as far as combined majors, options, minors — everything.
We have so many combinations, it
would make your head spin,” Watson
said.
Ruth MacNeil, acting university
registrar, explained that adding an

extra major, minor or an option can
help tailor students’ education to
what they’re passionate about and
interested in.
“They would definitely be a benefit
because they broaden a student’s
appeal to an employer, or if you’re
looking to go into grad school after,
they have that second subject area
[that] makes a huge difference in
terms of their success at a graduate
level,” she said.
According to MacNeil, these types
of double majors, double degrees,
options and minors make the student more attractive to employers.
However the workload does increase
and the requirements are quite high.
“There’s going to be more stress on

students if they’re planning on doing
a double major or one of the double
degrees because there is more planning involved — more papers, more
exams, more midterms. That kind of
thing. So that does come into play.”
Henry Goddard is a fifth-year
honours business administration
and honours computing and computer electronics with co-op student
at Laurier. After debating between
business and computer science, he
stumbled across Laurier’s options for
a double degree.
While his two degrees have helped
him solidify his skills in both programming and marketing, Goddard
explained it has not been without its
challenges.

“Early on I’d say it’s a lot harder,”
he said.
“I had a six-course semester in
second year — that was just tough.
There was a lot to do, and there are
no electives you can just sit back and
relax in. The challenges are early on
when you’re packing in the heavy
semesters.”
By being part of the double degree
community — one in which he will
be the only student graduating in his
year with his particular combination — Goddard said it helps him
in the hunt for finding a job in the
workplace.
“My degree is computer electronics ... it’s gotten me into a lot of programming and I’m going to be trying
to do some marketing sales. And
digital marketing relies quite a bit on
programming now. If you can pick
that up and then be able to leverage
both sides, it’s an asset.”
While comprehensive, compact
degrees can be beneficial to students, MacNeil advised students not
to overkill their degree. She recommended students to possibly look
into one or two majors, or a major
with a minor or option. If it becomes
too much, there are always options
to downgrade.
She also advised students that are
pursuing double degrees, double
majors, minors or options to keep
in communication with academic
advisors.
“[Students] may have an understanding of what the academic
requirements are, but to sit down
with an academic advisor and map it
out is a key component of this whole
process.
“So when you go to graduate, [you
didn’t] miss a credit. And keep in
contact with that academic advisor,”
she said.

technology

App gives users cash back
Crave n’ Save rewards students for eating at restaurants
kaitlyn severin
lead reporter

A recent Wilfrid Laurier University graduate might hold the key to
helping students save money while
eating off campus.
Justin Gravelle, creator of a new
mobile application Crave n’ Save,
explained his project allows users to
get cash back every time they eat at
their favourite restaurants.
Leon Chen, a University of Waterloo graduate, helped Gravelle design
the app.
“We tailor to the users. They’re
all excited because they don’t have
to do anything, they don’t have
to pay anything, they just live and
every time they go eat they just have
to upload their receipt,” Gravelle
explained.
Gravelle graduated from Laurier
last December with a bachelor of
business administration and an
accounting designation. He started
developing the idea for Crave n’
Save during his accounting exams in
November of that year.
He said students often don’t think
about how much they are spending
on food each year.
“Anytime you can cut corners or
reduce any type of fee is absolutely

critical,” he continued.
As a student, Gravelle would
throw away coupons in the mail and
believed they weren’t effective for
busy university students, who often
forget about them. This is the issue
that drove the creation of the app.
“Thinking from the other side, I
was like, ‘Hey, from a restaurant’s
perspective, they spent all this money sending out all these coupons and
I just threw it out in two seconds and
everyone I talked to threw them out,
they don’t care,’” he explained.
Crave n’ Save also allows them
to extract information based on
receipts, which is used to see what
customers like and want from restaurants.
“It’s to help the students save
money, but the restaurants can gather specific data that they’ve never
been able to do before,” Gravelle
explained. “They wouldn’t be able to
do this without a platform, they will
never be able to give just cash back.”
Users on the app, which just
launched two weeks ago and already
has 150 members, can browse offers
and purchase items at particular
restaurants. The user then uploads
the receipt and savings go into the
user’s account. Once the account
reaches $20, the user can cash out

using electronic money transfer or
physical cash.
As of now, the app’s most popular
restaurants are Shoeless Joe’s and
Campus Pizza in Waterloo.
Restaurants on the app can customize their offers and set restrictions on when customers can receive
their deals.
According to Gravelle, they are
hiring more students to help expand
the app. The sales team will get a set
commission and a percentage off
redemptions from restaurants they
sign on.
“I think that’s pretty attractive for
a lot of students or anyone for that
matter.”
Gravelle said users started sending feedback on the Facebook page
and through the app.
“So far it’s been fantastic, not to
toot our own horn, but I think we’ve
really taken our time to really think
this through on a big scale and think
about our users and what people
would actually want and how the site
looks, how everything operates.”
He also said he hopes Crave n’
Save will succeed with students and
restaurants in years to come.
“We have a big market to tap,
but in terms of growth, the sky’s the
limit.”
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Justin Gravelle‘s app gives students cash back and restaurants data.
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Drawing meaning from tragedy

Students and the community pay respects to Jonah Lowy, who passed away suddenly last week
KATE TURNER
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Campus was in complete shock
when 18-year-old Wilfrid Laurier
University student Jonah Lowy died
in residence on Oct. 27.
The first-year health science
student passed away in his sleep at
King’s Court residence due to a medical condition, leaving many reeling
over the loss. By Monday afternoon,
Rabbi Moshe Goldman of the Rohr
Chabad Centre for Jewish Life had
planned a memorial for Lowy to
take place that evening. Around 150
people showed up to mourn and
commemorate his life.
“The place was absolutely packed
… we’ve never had such a big crowd
for any event, period,” Goldman said.
Goldman felt as if the Jewish community could not wait until after the
funeral to gather and mourn the loss
of one of their own.
“Honestly, people were in such

shock and people were so shaken
up that we felt that it wouldn’t be
prudent to wait. We just needed to
do something for everyone’s sake,”
he said. “It wasn’t so much about
paying tribute and paying respect to
Jonah, it was just everybody needed
to meet together, to mourn together.
People were just so shaken up.”
Fifth-year student Zack Stern
worked an Emergency Response
Team shift with Lowy just two days
before he died. On Thursday, Stern
and several ERT executives attended
Lowy’s funeral service in Toronto. A
bus from Laurier carried Lowy’s floor
mates and dons, among others, to
the service. There were around 250
people in attendance.
“It was definitely very somber to
see so many people Jonah’s life had
touched in some way or another,
so many people Jonah knew,” he
said. “He knew people from Laurier,
he knew people he played hockey
with — he knew tons of other people

through his work as a lifeguard. It
just shows how his life came to be in
18 short years.”
Stern emphasized Lowy’s desire to
help others — one of the reasons he
was on ERT.
“He was very giving, he always
wanted to give back, very protective
of his family, friends and his sister
especially. He was overall a pretty
great guy.”
He learned through Lowy’s parents that he wanted to go into the
medical field in order to help others
after his time at Laurier.
“He wanted to go to med school.
He was hoping to become a doctor,
researcher — he was in health science for a reason.”
On the night of the memorial,
Goldman told the group to remember an important teaching of Judaism
— a teaching all students, whether
Jewish or not, should remember if
they are struggling with loss.
“When tragedy strikes, people

need to do their best to draw a lesson
or some meaning from it … to live life
and go on as if nothing happened is
not brave, it’s cruel,” he said.
“Something must change in our
lives as a result of this — something
for the better, some positive thing
has to come out of this because otherwise this whole tragedy has been
basically in vain and no positive has
come out of it.”
“His life was for purpose,” Stern
said.
Goldman urged students who are
struggling with Lowy’s death to reach
out and seek help from professionals
on campus or friends.
“It’s okay to cry, it’s okay to be
depressed or confused … we don’t
want them to feel like they’re crazy
for feeling those things,” he continued. “It’s a terrible tragedy that many
adults don’t go through, let alone
first-year students at university, to
lose a friend. It’s an out of the ordinary, extraordinarily sad experience.”

“He was very giving, he
always wanted to give
back, very protective of
his family, friends and his
sister especially. He was
overall a pretty great guy.”
-Zack Stern, fifth-year
Laurier student

RESEARCH

A journey to the Canadian North
Professor Philip Marsh and two students travelled to the Northwest Territories for research
MADDY CUTTS
CORD NEWS

Two Wilfrid Laurier University
students were given the chance to
apply their classroom skills this past
summer when they were chosen to
participate in research projects to the
Canadian Arctic.
Comprised of two trips in July
and August, the students along with
Philip Marsh, a professor from the
department of geology and environmental studies, were given the
opportunity to research the changing
reality of water and its role in the
Arctic.
In essence, their role was to help
contribute to the answering of, “How
is the Arctic responding to climate
change?” Marsh explained.
The project comes as part of a
partnership between Laurier and
the government of the Northwest
Territories, a decade-long agreement
meant to encourage research and
fieldwork in northern Canada.
Students were provided with the
opportunity to aid with the installation and utilization of instrumentation, as well as research and analyze
the water ways and water cycles of
the surrounding wilderness.
Additionally, Marsh and his team
set in place the foundations to what

“They’re opening up lots of
possibilities on both sides.”

-Philip Marsh, professor of geology and
environmental studies

will become a permanent research
camp.
“It was the first time either of [the
students] had been to a site like that,”
said Marsh.
“Experiencing that area and that
type of environment was a huge
learning experience for them.”
Marsh, who came to Laurier in
2013, has spent the majority of his
career studying the hydrologic makeup of Canada’s Arctic regions.
Marsh used to work with Environment Canada and focused on
research concerning the role of
snow, ice and permafrost in northern
ecosystems.
“The Laurier and GNWT [Government of the Northwest Territories]
partnership is one of the reasons I
moved from Environment Canada
to here, because it gives me an op-
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Philip Marsh took two students to the Northwest Territories to study the changing reality of water in the Arctic.

portunity to have a greater chance to
influence policy and various activities in the GNWT,” he said.
The partnership has led to much
student and faculty research and interest in the Arctic regions, as well as
engagement on the school’s part in
the Canadian Arctic and its response
to climate change.
A result of this increased interest
was the opening of the Centre for

Cold Regions and Water Science,
located on Lodge Street, as part of
Laurier’s Waterloo campus.
The facility, which houses Laurier’s Cold Water Research Centre,
is another step in the university’s
increasing involvement in the study
of hydrology in Canada’s north, and
the effects that climate change is
having on these systems.
Moving forward, opportunities

such as the new centre and the 10year agreement with the government
of the Northwest Territories will
render trips such as the ones undertaken this past summer possible,
but a fraction of what is available to
students and faculty alike.
“The links between Laurier and
the GNWT are fantastic,” said Marsh.
“They’re opening up lots of possibilities on both sides.”
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IPRM releases
first report
MARISSA EVANS
SENIOR NEWS EDITOR

The first report from the Integrated
Planning Resource Management
process has been released to Wilfrid
Laurier University and the public.
The resource management team
report became available online on
Oct. 30 and will be followed later this
month by the academic priorities
team and administrative priorities
team reports.
The IPRM process has been in
session since January 2013 and is targeted at isolating the priorities of the
university and making recommendations about how to put resources
toward these priorities in order to
make Laurier a more focused institution.
The role of the RMT was to select a
new budget model for the university.
Kim Morouney, co-chair of the
planning task force, explained that
it wasn’t planned to have the RMT
report be done before the prioritization team reports.
“The RMT report was done a little
bit early and we thought, ‘Let’s get
that out to the community so people
can read it, get their minds around
a new budget model and what that
might look like, what that might
mean for Laurier,’” she continued.
The report recommended that
Laurier move from its current
incremental budgeting approach to
a version of a responsibility-centre
approach.
This model will allow for the
money coming into the university to
be divided — a base amount from
tuition will go toward courses that
students are required to take in order
to excel in their discipline.
Another portion will “follow the
students.”
This means money will be allocated to programs according to things
such as their attrition rates and how
popular their courses are.
“Geography is teaching a huge

number of undergraduate students
— shouldn’t that be taken into account when we’re funding geography?” Morouney said, as an example.
Accordingly, geography would
receive funding to help make their
courses better because many students take geography electives.
The RMT report will be brought
to the Senate on Nov. 26, who will
provide comments to be given to the
Board of Governors.
The prioritization reports will be
sent together to the Senate and the
board on Nov. 27, after which they
will become available to the public.
The role of the PTF has been to tie
the material from the three teams’
reports together.
As a first step, they have provided
an introduction to the RMT report,
giving background about the PTF
and recommendations in regards to
the report.
Eventually, this will be expanded
to frame all three reports.
At the beginning of the process,
Morouney explained they assumed
the PTF would be receiving data
from the academic and administrative priorities teams and would be in
charge of writing the reports.
But each of the teams ended up
writing the reports, transforming the
PTF’s role.
“Now at the end I feel more
comfortable about our role [which]
is to look at all of these things, ask
questions and then think about ‘now
what,’” Morouney said.
“So really we’ve done more work
along the ‘now what’ line than I
thought we were going to do.”
Many of the questions that have
been associated with the RMT report
so far have been in regard to how the
recommendations of the PTF will be
implemented.
Taking these into consideration,
they added to the frequently asked
questions section of the report as
well as clarified in their recommendations how the budget model could

Kin
gets reworked
BSc, BA degrees
merged into BKin
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be implemented.
“The PTF isn’t going in and redoing any of the analysis for the prioritization,” explained Mary-Louise
Byrne, co-chair of the PTF.
“Those teams were very comprehensive in their work. So we’re not
opening that up and redoing it. But
we’re synthesizing — okay, well what
does this mean for the institution,
how do we go forward from here,
how should this be implemented.”
Morouney and Byrne anticipated
that all reports will have reached the
board by the end of January or early
February.
However, it’s difficult to estimate
when changes will occur.
“Any academic changes have to go
back through Senate to be implemented,” said Moroueny.
“For the academic stuff there’s
always going to be a grandfathering.
For admin programs there’s never
going to be one answer to that question, because we’ve got such a huge
variety of admin programs.”
In addition, the new budget model
won’t instantly change over.
“They’re not going to make a dras-

“We think the direction that
we’re moving in is making
Laurier a more effective
place.”

-Kim Morouney, co-chair of the
planning task force for IPRM

tic change. The budget changes are
going to take 18 months to two years
anyway,” Morouney said.
Town Halls will be held in Brantford and Waterloo at the beginning
of December to present material to
the Laurier community and answer
questions.
“We think the direction that we’re
moving in is making Laurier a more
effective place,” said Morouney.
“Ultimately we think that by
making changes that are focused on
efficiency and effectiveness Laurier
is going to be better known and attract strong students and add to our
reputation.”

PROFILE

Ghose seen as a ‘global achiever’
ERIKA YMANA
STAFF WRITER
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Ghose was recognized with the Mahatma Ghandi global achiever award.

Shohini Ghose, a professor at Wilfrid
Laurier University, is being recognized for her work and is one of 30 to
receive the Mahatma Gandhi global
achiever award.
The award is given by the NonResident Indian Welfare Society of
India, a non-profit organization, to
those of Indian descent working in
different fields. This award acknowledges those who have left India and
their achievements, indicating its
global aspect.
“So this is in honour of Gandhi,
who of course spent a lot of time outside of India. So that’s why it’s called
the Gandhi global achiever award,”
said Ghose, who is an associate
professor of physics and computer
science and director of the Centre for
Women in Science.
The award ceremony took place at
Britain’s House of Lords in London,
England, where the recipients were
able to meet and network with other
recipients.
“[House of Lords] is the same
place in which Gandhi made a historic visit to when he was leading the
independence movement in India.
So that was quite an interesting
thing,” Ghose said.
“It was really nice to see this community, where all of us have some-

thing in common and we do have
some ties to India so it was really
great to see that all over the world.”
As for her research, Ghose said
that this recognition will help in
moving forward in terms of applying
for funding and grants. It will also
help in building connections with
others especially through the NRI.
Ghose said she believes the organization can be a bridge for connections in the future.
“So who knows, in the future it’s
possible to have direct connections
with other researchers from India
who are interested in my work and
who would want to collaborate.”
Ghose is still heavily connected
to her culture, as her immediate
family resides in India and she visits
regularly.
This award will allow her to
expand her connections, apart from
her family.
“This made me realize that being
Indian isn’t always about physically
being in one place, although I think
that’s true about all nationalities and
all identities,” she explained.
“It’s part of building a culture of
things that sort of have an impact.
Since I grew up in India, that has
certainly impacted who I am today
and that culture will always be a part
of who I am. It’s also nice to connect
with others who are also similarly
impacted.”

– cover
most identical — BSc students were
required to take both first-year introductory math courses and 1.0 credit
from first-year chemistry, physics or
computer science.
By combining the BA and BSc
degrees, the department hopes to
eliminate this confusion while offering a unique, high-quality program.
This change has allowed for a
complete reorganization of the progression requirements.
“Some of our courses were a little
out of order [before] than what we
would have wanted from a pedagogical structure,” said Bryden.
The new BKin requires students
to take numerous in-depth courses
in their first two years before being
given a little more freedom when
choosing compulsory courses and
electives in their third and fourth
years.
The department has also created
new program concentrations such
as “human movement and performance,” which would lead to jobs
assessing the performance of professional athletes or sports teams, and
“teaching, coaching and management,” which would allow students
to go to teachers’ college or become
a coach.
“We’ve tried to take places where
we know our students are interested
in going and say ‘here’s a combination of courses that you would really
need to [take] to go to that place,’”
Bryden explained.
Kinesiology students will be able
to have these specializations featured on their transcript if they take
all of the courses a concentration
requires.
It is currently uncertain whether
or not their work will be recognized
on their diploma, however Bryden
and the department are working
towards this goal.
Another key change revolves
around the balance of qualitative,
quantitative and physical-focused
courses offered each year.
In the past, BA and BSc students
have had very “heavy” terms where
they focused on a specific aspect of
kinesiology.
Now, there will be both science
and writing-based courses offered
each term.
In addition, instead of having
to take four quarter-credit activity
courses in their first-year, such as
tennis, rugby and aquatics, BKin
students will be allowed to take up
to 2.5 credits worth of these courses
throughout their program.
They will take half a credit each in
first and second year, and 1.5 credits
in the third and fourth year.
So far, many high school students
have shown interest in the program.
“I’m hearing good things from
recruitment and admissions,” said
Bryden.
She believes that this is partly
due to the flexibility of the program
— students will now “get to kind of
create what they want out of it.”
Current kinesiology students have
also vocalized their support, according to Bryden.
But since the new program integrates completely new courses, current BA and BSc students will not be
able to transfer to the BKin degree.
As such, Bryden expects some
students to be a little disappointed in
missing out on the opportunity.
However she says the department
will ensure that those students will
“get the BA and BSc that they signed
up for.”
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GRADUATE STUDIES

GSA takes proactive
approach to reading week
KAITLYN SEVERIN
LEAD REPORTER

Wilfrid Laurier University’s Graduate Students’ Association has taken
a proactive approach to finding out
how graduate students felt about the
new fall reading week.
Kayleigh Abbot, vice-president of
academics and research of the GSA,
created a survey as a way to obtain
data from graduate students about
their opinions on the new reading week. It was distributed Oct. 20
through e-mail and a newsletter.
“We created the reading week
survey for the purposes of soliciting
information back from graduate students because from my point of view,
I didn’t see any type of information
being collected from university level,
student publication level or graduate
students,” said Abbott.
The idea for the survey was influenced by a survey on fall reading
week by the University of Windsor.
The GSA’s survey has received 280
responses from graduate students
and included questions about how
students felt about the reading week.
One question asked if it was properly conveyed that the fall reading
week was for both graduate students

and undergraduate students. 68 per
cent indicated “yes” and 32 per cent
said “no.”
“Most people believe that fall
reading week is to support student
learning and success and to support
personal health and wellness,” Abbott said on what most students said
to be the goal of the week.
According to Abbott, an anonymous professor said graduate
students do not deserve a reading
week since their “job” is to remain
stressed and their mental health
doesn’t matter.
“Mental health looks different
for a graduate student rather than
an undergraduate student and the
fact that you have different things to
juggle, whether that’s family or financial things for graduate students, so
we all have different levels of mental
health,” Abbott, who is also a mental
health education coordinator, said.
“But that doesn’t make the depression different for a graduate student
versus an undergraduate student.”
Robert Bruce, president and CEO
of the GSA, believes the survey is
necessary because some faculty
members think having a reading
week is not a concern of the university for the wellbeing of students and

faculty.
“As a student leader, it’s very concerning for us because you get into
the statistics of suicide and mental
illness and we’re in the prime age
group for being susceptible to them,”
Bruce said. “So to have someone
come out and say something like
that publicly is very off-putting and
it just emphasizes the importance
of a student organization to take the
initiative to get the data that we can
then take back to the university and
show them that this is what students
are saying.”
52 per cent of students were aware
that university services, such as the
Wellness Centre, were open during
reading week.
“That means that 50 per cent of
all the students that filled out the
survey actually knew they could access university services, so that’s not
necessarily good relating to mental
health,” Abbott explained.
According to Abbott and Bruce,
the most important question asked if
students favour the continuation of
the fall reading week — 94 per cent
were in favour and 82 per cent said
the timing of the break was good.
The GSA is still looking to receive
more feedback.

HEATHER DAVIDSON/PHOTO EDITOR

The GSA conducted a survey to obtain information about fall reading week.

Weekly Specials
Pabst Attack

BIGGIE-UP
ANY DAY ANY TIME

A BURGER AND BEER
FOR $4 BUCKS!
ADD FRIES FOR $2
ADD WINGS FOR $2
Present this coupon
at time of offering
Limit 1 per person. Offer does not
include applicable taxs. Not valid
if reproduced, sold or transfered.

$4.50/ tall can
Wednesday- all day
Friday & Saturday Before 11pm

$10 Pitchers

Thursday before 11pm

Dirty Burger Days

$2 Burgers and Wings $6.64/lb
Tuesday & Wednesday

#01

like us on
@chainsawlovers

$2 Buck Tuesdays
Sawdust and Beer at 28 King St N, Uptown Waterloo . 519-954-8660
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Investigating student engagement
Municipal elections

Although the number of students who voted on Oct. 27 was up, the student vote was still low

lena yang/creative director

marissa evans
senior news editor

Student engagement in the recent
Waterloo municipal election was up
from the 2010 election, according to
representatives from the Wilfrid Laurier University Students’ Union and
the University of Waterloo Federation of Students.
Rick Camman, vice-president
of university affairs at the Laurier
Students’ Union, said he believes
student participation increased this
year, despite the difficulty of comparing numbers. There aren’t any numbers on how many students voted in
the election — they were only able to
tell how many students voted at the
polls located at the universities.
The advanced polls on Oct. 8 at
UW were used by 140 students, and
52 students used them at Laurier.
Combined, this is already higher
than the 160 students who voted on

campuses on election day in 2010.
This year on the Oct. 27 voting day,
the poll located at Laurier was used
by 18 students.
Camman explained this low number reflects the difficulty of Laurier’s
placement in reference to the wards
Laurier students tend to live in.
“We technically could have
students in Ward 4, 5, 6 and 7 so
depending on what side of the street
you live on you could technically be
in a different ward,” he explained.
“So on the actual day of the election you might not have been able to
vote on campus.”
Accordingly only 38 students
were actually eligible to use the
poll on campus. Camman said it
was frustrating because it deterred
many students from voting. There is
little they can do about this though,
because “that’s just based on how
the polls work.”
While all students could vote on

‘like’
the
cord
on
face
book

campus at the advanced polls, Camman said it’s difficult to market them
to students.
“Especially considering if you look
at the Toronto elections, the media in
general is just talking about the 27th
of October because that’s when all
the actual municipal elections were
in Ontario. So in terms of awareness
it was probably at its peak on the
27th.”
Stephane Hamade, vice-president of education at the UW Feds,
explained that UW had similar
concerns in terms of wards with only
students in residence able to vote
on campus on the 27th. They had
booths set up in the Student Life
Centre asking other students to vote
when they got home.
“There are a lot of students who
we were hearing had voted back at
home in Mississauga, Toronto [and]
Oshawa,” he continued.
Hamade said he found students

were fairly engaged throughout
the election process, based on the
debate held at UW and the meet and
greet with candidates.
In future, the Feds are thinking
about asking particular questions
of the candidates and sending the
answers out to students.
“I think students very much want
to get informed but getting informed
on who you are going to vote for
can sometimes take some time and
us making it as easy as possible for
them to make the decision on what’s
best for them is something we can
focus on in the future,” Hamade said.
They are now looking toward the
federal election in 2015 and are planning to get students engaged earlier.
“Engaging students over a month
and a half period is important, but
having them continually engage with
the decision makers and with politicians is I think another important
part of increasing voter engagement,”

“Students very much want
to get informed but
getting informed on who
you are going to vote for
can sometimes take some
time...”
-Stephane Hamade, vice-president of
education at the UW Feds

Hamade said.
Going forward, Camman is hoping
they will be able to work with the
City of Waterloo to implement online
voting in the next municipal election.
Brantford provided this option for
Laurier students this year.
“Overall I’m happy with it. We
look forward to working with Dave
[Jaworsky], the councillors and the
regional councillors as well.”
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HOUSING

Students take action
against developer

INITIATIVES

1 Columbia building tenants file claims against Schembri
CONNOR WARD
LEAD REPORTER

Students who were unable to move
into their 1 Columbia Street apartments on Sept. 4 are taking legal
action against building developer
Schembri Property Management.
The student tenants of the building, with help from Waterloo Public
Interest Research Group, have filed a
claim with the Landlord and Tenant
Board against Schembri.
The claim, filed approximately
a month ago, is seeking nearly
$100,000 for a group of 53 students
to remedy unreturned deposits and
other costs associated with being displaced when their building was not
ready for occupancy at the beginning
of September.
WPIRG initially reached out to
the students at 1 Columbia when
the issues first arose in September.
They offered advice and education
for the students about their rights as
tenants and attempted to form a tenant association to give the students
more bargaining power. These events
led to further developments, which
included campaigns to make the
issues public.
“Part of the campaign has always
been going to the tenant board,
but also bringing public attention
to Schembri,” said Alex Diceanu,
outreach and research centre coordinator at WPIRG. “We’re letting
Schembri know that besides the
tenant board, if they don’t change
the way they’re treating students,
students will continue to become
more informed.”
The claim against Schembri
is much more complex than just
seeking damages for unreturned de-

“We’re making the
argument that Schembri
has interfered with the
tenant’s right to exercise
their rights under the
residential tenancies act...”
-Alex Diceanu, outreach and research
centre coodinator at WPIRG

posits. The claim also seeks damages
for the students having to endure
additional costs related to not being
able to move into their apartments.
These costs include buying food
multiple times per day in the absence of kitchen access and buying
bus passes to travel to and from the
hotels they were placed in.
“We’re making the argument that
Schembri has interfered with the
tenant’s right to exercise their rights
under the residential tenancies act,
which is technically considered a
form of harassment,” said Diceanu.
“They had students sign move-in
forms to get their key, which said
that by signing they are satisfied
with compensation so far. We would
argue that’s a form of harassment, in
terms of interfering with rights.”
WPIRG and the students they’re
representing will have their first
meeting with the Landlord and
Tenant Board, called a pre-hearing
conference, on Nov. 28. The board
will mediate between the group and
Schembri. The tenants are optimistic
they will succeed through the board.
“We have heard back from one
student who went on her own to the
tenant board, and the tenant board

ruled in her favour, and ordered
Schembri to return all of her deposits
and release her from her lease by
Nov. 10,” said Diceanu. “We’re asking
basically the exact same thing and
our students are in the exact same
situation. I’m not sure if legally this
is a precedent, but it bodes well for
our case.”
Many students have since moved
into the 1 Columbia property, opting to keep their lease and not seek
further compensation. One point of
contention, as previously mentioned,
was the waiver that tenants had to
sign to get their key.
“We had to sign a form that said
we were satisfied with all the compensation given to this point,” said
Dylan Bannister, a student tenant of
1 Columbia currently living at the
property.
“I heard about one guy who absolutely refused to sign it and made
a big scene about it. Apparently
they had to get security to have him
leave.”
Current tenants also face ongoing construction, which can be a
challenge for some. Tenants have
complained that ongoing construction is being done quickly, and that
features that should have been set
up, are not.
“Nothing is really set up, everything is a rushed job. Even the parking garage is not even close to being
done, so we have to park elsewhere,”
said Bannister.
Schembri was contacted to give
comment, but did not reply to interview requests.
“I’m in my fourth year, so I’m not
looking for anywhere to live [next
year], but even if I was I wouldn’t resign here,” said Bannister.

JOSHUA AWOLADE/GRAPHICS EDITOR

Committing to
a ‘living wage’
Employers encouraged to pay
workers income necessary for region
DAINA GOLDFINGER
LEAD REPORTER

The Living Wage Employer Recognition Program launched in Waterloo
Region on Nov. 4, highlighting
employers who have committed to
paying their employees what is considered to be a living wage.
Living wage is the minimum
income necessary to meet the needs
of living in a community, such as
housing, food, clothing and other
necessities.
“We put out the invitation for employers in the region to step up and
participate in the program and get
recognized as living wage employers,” said Greg deGroot-Maggetti,
chairperson of the Living Wage Waterloo Region steering committee.
These employers can be from
either the public or the private sector. The program is also meant to encourage more employers to pay their
workers the living wage in Waterloo.
According to a report that was
released several weeks ago, the living
wage in Waterloo is at a rate of $16
per hour.
This does not include any extra
benefits, such as healthcare or life
insurance. If benefits were included,
the living wage may be reduced in
the region.
The launch of the program took
place from 4 to 6 p.m. at the Mennonite Central Committee building.
The program functions by aligning
companies with specific levels that
describe how many employees are
being paid a living wage.
The first level is the friend level,
where the employer may not be
paying a living wage, however they
support the principle of a living wage
by making a commitment to begin to
move the company in that direction.
Next on the scale is the supporter
level, where the employer pays their
full-time employee a living wage
rate, but may not pay all their parttime employees, students or contract
employees a living wage.
Following this is the partner level,
where an employer pays all their
full-time and part-time workers a living wage, and makes a commitment
in paying any contract workers and
students a living wage.
The leader level is the second to
the top, allowing all full-time, parttime, contract and student workers

to get paid a living wage.
“The highest level is living wage
champion, so that would be everybody who works for the organization,
direct employees and indirect employees, including students get paid
a living wage,” explained deGrootMaggetti.
There are several benefits that
accompany employers paying their
workers a living wage. For instance,
employers who pay a living wage
notice there is less employment
turnover.
Reduced turnover facilitates less
absenteeism, as well as an increased
rate of retention and productivity
amongst employees. Employers are
also able to save money on rehiring
and retraining this way.
According to deGroot-Maggetti,
a wide range of businesses such as
non-profit organizations, financial
services, industrial organizations,
construction companies and environmental consulting firms have
already been in contact with Living
Wage Waterloo Region.
Some of the organizations who
have joined the program so far,
according to Living Wage Waterloo
Region’s Twitter account, are United
Way KW and Brick & Co., along with
MCC Ontario.
This week is also Living Wage
Week in Canada and the United
Kingdom, an initiative that originally
started in the 1990s.
“The problem was that there are
so many jobs where the pay has
deteriorated, so the living wage is an
effort to try and improve the pay for
those positions,” deGroot-Maggetti
explained.
As a result, there has been an
effort to identify what it really costs
to live in different communities in
order to promote jobs that pay a living wage.
DeGroot-Maggetti said the
program has also been launched in
Hamilton and has been a success
so far.
He believes that most employers
in Waterloo are paying a living wage,
however problems tend to arise for
service workers, such as cleaning,
food or security services.
“It really is a win, win, win,” he
said.
“It is good for families, it is good
for employers and it is good for the
community.”
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Waterloo ranked top city for migrants
Report ranked top 50 Canadian cities for newcomers, with Waterloo coming in at number one
—cover
Arcand explained that Waterloo
received the highest grades in
categories of education, innovation,
economy and housing.
“Not only is the city’s population
highly educated, but it is educated in
innovative sectors like science, technology and math,” said Arcand.
Justin McFadden, executive director of economic development at the
City of Waterloo, agreed with Arcand.
“The universities are probably the
biggest game-changer,” said McFadden.
“The educational institutions are
sort of at the core, and then all of the
economic and other developments
can happen there.”
There are three post-secondary
institutions in Waterloo: Wilfrid
Laurier University, University of
Waterloo and Conestoga College. According to Arcand, individuals who
graduate from the universities tend
to remain in the city.
This translates over to the proliferating technology sector within the
region.
“Its economy has done fairly well
in recent years, not as well as cities
out west, but enough to rank near
the top,” he explained.
However, Waterloo ranked
extremely low in the healthcare
category.
Nearby cities Kitchener and Cambridge have hospitals, but Waterloo
is only one out of two cities on the
list without a hospital..
Additionally, Waterloo finished on
the lower end of the social category,
with Montreal, Toronto and Vancouver ranking at the top. Travel to work
by public, transit, walking or cycling
was graded low in Waterloo because
most of Waterloo’s residents drive to

Conference
board of
canada
‘A’ tiered cities
• Waterloo ranked first
in education, second in
innovation and third in
economy.
• Calgary ranked first in
two categories: economy
and innovation, but had
weak results in
education, health and
environment.
• Ottawa had positive
results in society,
education, innovation
and economy, but had a
weak health category.
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Waterloo‘s highly educated and innovative population were just one of the factors making the city appealing.

work.
Despite this, income equality
ranks high. There is also reduced
drug crime in the Waterloo.
“[There is] tremendous quality of
life and tremendous opportunity,”
said McFadden.
Waterloo also has an elevated
rate of access to amenities and jobs
within the city.
“I think it is a great place to raise
a family,” said McFadden. “It is a
very safe place to live and it is a

big enough city that there is still all
kinds of new and interesting things
happening. You can still get to know
people. You don’t have to deal with
traffic.”
The cost of living in Waterloo is
about half of what it is in Toronto,
allowing residents to experience an
affordable lifestyle.
“Obviously I think it is terrific …
Certainly it is a great city, but it reaffirms all the work we are doing here,”
McFadden said.

business

Maxwell’s reopening
pushed to mid-December
connor ward
lead reporter

After moving to a new location and
undergoing renovations, Maxwell’s
Concerts and Events, formerly Maxwell’s Music House, is getting close
to reopening.
Formerly located at 220 King
Street North, Maxwell’s will now be
run out of 35 University Avenue East,
the old Dooly’s Bar and Billiards location. Plans for the move were set in
motion in 2013 and the old location
closed at the beginning of this past
summer.
“We’ve had to conduct quite an
extensive set of renovations on the
building,” said Maxwell’s owner and
namesake, Paul Maxwell. “We’ve
pretty much gutted the building top
to bottom, so you can imagine with a
building that’s over 9,000 square feet
it’s quite a process to put it all back
together.”
They originally anticipated that
the new Maxwell’s would be open in
time for the return of students in the
fall. Now, however, they are aiming
to open in mid-December. Maxwell
said that it was no surprise that the
renovations have been taking so
long.
“The amount of time to do the
renovations wasn’t really a shock,
we knew it would take at least three
months,” he said. “Considering we’ve
had to do all new plumbing for 29
urinals and stalls in the building,
installed a new rooftop and heating
and cooling — all things that are very

Zoe nguyen/staff photographer

large projects, not just slapping up
drywall and that type of thing.”
The venue is also going through
standard finishing touches that
any concert house normally must,
like obtaining a liquor license and
ensuring the building is completely
inspected and safe before reopening.
That being said, Maxwell remains
positive and said that both his past
experience and the City of Waterloo’s
council has been very helpful during
this process.
“It’s my second time around going through these motions and the
process has been pretty smooth. The
local Waterloo city hall and all of the
officers and agents there have been

pretty helpful, making sure we get
things in motion,” said Maxwell. “The
next part of the process is getting
inspectors to come in and sign off
on things. So that’s where we’re at
now, just getting things signed off
and doing the cosmetic touches on
the building, like hanging décor, and
getting the sound system in.”
The Waterloo community can
look forward to Maxwell’s grand
reopening on Dec. 12, which will be
a 19+ event with the doors opening
at 7 p.m. Maxwell has also hinted at
“some pretty major shows coming in
the new year,” promising to be working with local artists that the venue
has featured in the past.

“[There is] tremendous
quality of life and
tremendous opportunity.”

-Justin McFadden, executive director
of economic development at the City
of Waterloo

• Richmond Hill had
strong education,
innovation and society and is cited as the
third-most diverse city in
Canada.
• Vancouver had high
results in society,
education and environment.    
• St. John’s had strong results in the economy and
health — it was ranked
second overall in health
and is one of two cities to
get an ‘A’ in health.
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Artists set up around Chainsaw in Waterloo with their work on display, allowing attendees to purchase work and interact with the artists. This was the second year the event has been held.

DIY culture alive and well in K-W
Bryan Stephens
Arts & Life Editor

Do-it-yourself culture is alive and
well in Waterloo.
From local artists selling their
work to an in-house created community zine, DIYDAY showcased the
diverse artists and writers that called
Kitchener-Waterloo home. Taking
place at Chainsaw on Nov. 1, this was
the second year for the mixed-media
event.
Marc Lecompte, owner of Princess
Café and Cheeses Murphy, orgazined
the event. For him, the day was a
chance for the community to engage
with artists and writers.
“It was a gathering of mostly local
artists, just hanging out in one spot,
showing the work they put their time
into,” he said. “It’s people who are
making art in our city, altogether
at the same time and same place,
which normally doesn’t happen.”
Lecompte said around 26 artists

were in attendance at the event on
Saturday.
Wandering around the various tables set up in the infamous
Waterloo karaoke bar, visitors for the
event could observe and purchase
the work of local artists such as Jon
“Bearface” Johnson, Ellie Anglin,
Branko Vranic, Weird Canada, Perish
Publishing and Roan Bateman, to
name a few.
Lecompte stressed the important
thing for him was “the vendors were
happy and got to show what they do
and sell their work to people.”
He said the response from the artists and attendees was positive.
“I spoke to multiple vendors and
they said they got to interact with a
number of different people [and] got
to sell a lot more stuff then they were
anticipating ... it seemed really positive for them.”
DIYDAY also played host to
experimental band Absolutely Free’s
album release party.

“[We’ve been] close friends since
2002 — [we’re] both from Richmond
Hill. When [Lecompte] was doing
DIYDAY, he thought he would ask
one of his friends’ bands,” said band
member Matt King.
Coming off the release of their
debut album in October, the band’s
performance in Waterloo was their
last before hitting the road for an extensive tour across the United States
with Alvvays.
King was believed the “ethos” of
the DIY culture was represented
strongly at the event.
“This is a kind of community great
for people who might have an alternative opinion from the status quo.”
“As far as the importance of
supporting things, there are things
happening in Waterloo and creating
a community of alternative mindsets
worth checking out,” said King.
Lecompte said hosting DIYDAY
again was based largely on feedback from people last year. It is this
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Absolutely Free held their Waterloo album release party at DIYDAY.

mindset that Lecompte has when
thinking about the event going into
future years.
“I think that’s sort of what made
me want to do it for a second time

this year. It was good for the vendors,
the bands and a fun and unique
thing. People were excited and
wanted to do it again, so that’s why
we did it again.”

Perception of body
art in the workplace

Life

When getting tattoos done, it’s important to think about
what it means for future employment opportunities
Bethany Bowles
Staff Writer

Andreas Patsiaouros/Staff photographer

While some employers don’t mind tattoos, some workplaces deem body
art inappropriate and may not hire people based on their ink or piercings.

Two weeks ago, 26-year-old Charlotte Tumilty was sent home from
her teaching placement at a Catholic
school because her tattoos were said
to be “inappropriate.” She was told
that tattoos on staff members were
“forbidden” and was even asked to
use bandages to cover them up.
This situation fuelled a debate for
many, who are now wondering if being tattooed was affecting whether or
not you’re fit to be employed.
Third-year Wilfrid Laurier University student Meg Geurts confessed
her fears about having difficulty finding a job after getting large tattoos.
“I want a sleeve tattoo really badly
but I haven’t got one yet because I’m
terrified to not be able to get a job,”
she explained.
“I don’t even have tattoos on my
right arm because I’m scared people
will see that when they shake my
hand.”
Third-year English and film studies student Kyle McCord expressed
similar concerns.
“Workplaces do make me double
think where or what I get as a tattoo,”
he said.
“At the end of the day, my future
careers could be on the line, but if I

“I want to get a sleeve
tattoo really badly but I
haven’t got one yet
because I‘m terrified to not
be able to get a job.”
-Meg Geurts, third-year
Laurier student

want to self-express something on
my skin that could be visible to others, I want it to be appropriate and
personal, yet not impact my job.”
Jan Basso, the director of cooperative education and career development at Laurier, explained how
employers could actually react to
tattoos in the workplace.
“No one [at the Career Centre]
has heard anything from employers about tattoos. We aren’t having
employers tell us that we should be
coaching our students one way or
the other,” she said.
Basso continued that after talking
to a few local employers about the
topic, the general consensus was that
employers hire people based on their
“transferable skills and their ability
to do the job.”
While most employers don’t have

issues with employees having tattoos, there may be more conservative
industries that could view tattoos as
less traditional.
“When students are going for
interviews, I think the message that
we deliver to students is to minimize
your risk. What you want to do is
present yourself as somebody that
would be appropriate for that particular role,” Basso said.
“But ultimately, you have to feel
comfortable in the role that you work
in.”
Geurts echoed Basso’s idea of
comfort.
“I would love to be able to say I
wouldn’t work for someone who
wouldn’t be okay with tattoos, but
because of the generation that hires
us right now, that is just a thing
they’re not used to.”
Tattoos can be a terrific means of
expression and can look beautiful
if done by a good artist. However,
next time you choose to go under the
needle, remember the permanence
of tattoos and the various perceptions — and often varying opinions
— people will have of them.
The last thing you want in your
next job interview is to have your
achievements on your resume competing with the ink you may have on
your body.
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Night party

Arts & Life Editor Bryan Stephens explored the many
exhibits NIGHT\SHIFT had to offer in downtown
Kitchener on Saturday night

Empty Shoes Project

Jack-o-lantern flash mob

Creatures of the Gyre

Balloon Room

An assemblage of hundreds of shoes, the Empty Shoe Project was started by Julie Wynen to honour Compiling carved pumpkins dropped off by the Kitchener community, the gourds were put on disher daughter who was killed by a drunk driver. The collage of shoes was meant to symbolize the
play at the Civic Centre Park across from Centre in the Square. Dozens of pumpkins were displayed
memory of loved ones lost to drunk drivers each year.
alongside one another to showcase the diverse range of ghoulish designs people carved into their
jack-o-lanterns.

Using only plastic water bottles, graduate students from the University of Waterloo’s Water Institute constructed four large illuminated sea creatures. The construction of the creatures was meant
to capitalize on discussions of environmental responsibility.

People were invited into the “balloonscape” at Centre in the Square to add a wish inside a balloon
to the space. Later on in the evening, improvisational dancers — courtesy of Frog in Hand Productions — interacted with the balloons contributed by participants in a balloon-popping ceremony.
photos by Jessica Dik/staff photographer

health

Zoe Nuyen/Staff Photographer

Gluten-free food options are being offered for more common-place foods, often at higher prices than normal.

Gluten-free and its myths
Danica Brett
Staff Writer

“Is this gluten-free?” A question we
are hearing a lot more than ever
before, but are people really making
a healthy choice by ditching the
gluten?
Most people have heard of gluten
and the “dangers” it poses, however
it is questionable if people really
know what gluten is.
In short, gluten is one of the most
heavily consumed proteins found in
wheat, rye and barley. Its main purpose is to act as the glue that holds
your food together; the chewiness
of bread and the elasticity of pizza
dough is all thanks to gluten. Often
what comes to mind is a horrible,

destructive and fattening substance
that we should not be consuming, so
naturally a gluten-free option is seen
as being healthier.
Maintaining a gluten-free diet is
appropriate for those who have an
intolerance to gluten. People with
celiac disease have an abnormal
response to gluten, which causes
damage to the small intestine and
failure of important nutrients to be
absorbed. Only one per cent of the
population suffers from the disease,
so why are so many people obsessed
with being gluten-free?
Gluten-free options have become
increasingly popular over the last
year, mainly due to the fact that
people perceive it to be a healthier
option. When you walk through
the aisles of the grocery store, I can
promise that you will see an array of
gluten-free products and the people
buying them most likely have no idea
what gluten is. There are gluten-free
baked goods, beer, cereals, salad

dressings and even gluten-free dog
food.
Gluten has become synonymous
with being unhealthy when that’s not
always true.
For all you gluten-free lovers out
there get ready to be mind-blown.
When you give up gluten and you
don’t have intolerance to it, you
may actually be losing out on many
health benefits.
Although gluten itself has no nutritional value, the foods that contain
it do. According to the Wall Street
Journal, saying no to gluten also
means saying no to extra fiber, iron
and a ton of vitamins and minerals.
Gluten-free may just be a fad that
will die out or it could actually turn
into a cultural and social trend. If
you are choosing to be gluten-free
because you think it’s healthier, it’s
time to rethink your choices. Eating
and living a balanced life is the way
to go, but not when that means sacrificing vital nutrients to do so.
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Recognizing reasonable limits in the art of tattooing
In some civilizations long ago, tattooing was considered bizarre and
was reserved for the infidels and
scoundrels alone. In other civilizations, people were simply indifferent
to it. In the present day, however,
the art of tattooing has proliferated
beyond the crookedness of 18th
century sailors and the tradition of
ancient ethnic tribes, into urban centres and suburban households.
With that said, we are concerned
less with the history of tattooing and
more with the controversy surrounding its manifestation in professional
settings.
This interest stems from the case
of Charlotte Tumilty, a 26-yearold teacher who was sent home
on her first day at a new teaching
job because of her “revealing” and
“distracting” tattoos. This begs the
question of whether or not tattooed
people should be told to cover up
in order to work at some place or
another. On one hand, people with
tattoos and their sympathizers argue
that they shouldn’t be discriminated against or considered as social
pariahs simply because of the ink
on their skin. Moreover, they believe
there is no correlation between having tattoos and performing poorly
on job. Those on the other side of
the continuum can be divided in
turn into two factions: the first sets

of people believe having the art of
tattooing is a shameful and humiliating one and hence they abhor those
who have it.
The second, less extreme set of
people can’t be said to have a deeprooted hatred of tattoos, but a reservation about it. Unlike the first group,
they don’t think of it as shameful or
humiliating. Instead, they believe
for professional reasons, it should
be done unostentatiously, lest those
with tattoos end up like Ms. Tumilty
— disgruntled and jobless.
We align more with the second set
of people and believe that although
it is inappropriate to discriminate
against tattooed people, some
scenarios call for deep reservations
about them.
Such reservations can be more
justifiably applied to a schoolteacher
or a medical doctor than to any other
job or profession that doesn’t require
you to serve others in a sustained
and delicate manner. Therefore, this
issue can be resolved by recognition
of limits, both by concerned employers and by tattoo enthusiasts.
It would be unreasonable to sack
an employee for an unostentatious
tattoo and would equally be unreasonable for a person who works, or
plans on working, in a highly professional setting to indulge in getting a
set of large tattoos.

Embracing each other in light of a depressing job market
This year, Wilfrid Laurier University
announced that it will be combining
the Bachelor of Science and Bachelor of Arts Kinesiology degrees into
one undivided degree: Bachelor of
Kinesiology. This was done mainly to
attract more undergraduate students
towards the masters of kinesiology
program, and we suspect this desire
stems in turn from the perceived lack
of tangible opportunities for people
with an undergraduate degree in
kinesiology alone.
The most important aspect of this,
however, is not that the university
has taken a somewhat proactive line
of action to draw students towards
a graduate program, but that this
action may have been inspired
significantly by a stigma that exists in
the kinesiology program in particular and the university in general. This
stigma demeans those BA degrees
with BSc equivalents, like kinesiology and psychology, for ridiculous
reasons.
Those perpetuating this stigma
make fun of BA students because it is
believed that their degree is inferior
to the BSc equivalent, meanwhile in
reality, there are very little tangible

differences between them. In kinesiology, for example, the only major
difference between the two degrees
is that the BSc requires students to
take math and two other courses
that the BA doesn’t require students
to take. With knowledge of this, why
do people continue to reproduce
the miscued idea that a BA degree is
inferior to a BSc degree?
Have we become so misguided
that we fail to recognize that each
degree program is complex and intricate in ways that are unconceivable
to those looking from the outside
in? Better yet, have we become so
unmotivated or hopeless about
our own degree programs that we
accept the conceived notion of their
uselessness?
We need to rid ourselves of this
stigma and grow respectful of our
fields of study and others. This way,
instead of holding each other in
contempt because of intangible
reasons, we can embrace each other
and perhaps collectively deal with
the despair that arises from the realization of a job market that is harsh
to everyone, regardless of academic
background.
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Travails of a retail worker
will huang
photo editor

When young people imagine what
their first job may be, many would
envision paper routes, landscaping
and babysitting.
Regardless of what it may be, there
is a trend of getting a job that you
do not enjoy or would not want to
pursue a career in. This is something
I believed I would inevitably have to
face when I was younger.
At the beginning of grade 12, I was
offered a part-time position as an
electronics sales associate at a local
Walmart — I was in the department I
liked, had reasonable hours and was
working close to my home. It felt like
a dream come true.
At the beginning it really did
seem like the perfect job, but as the
months went by I began to realize
the limitations that working in retail
had put on my future.
I have been working there for
over two years now, and in that time
I have noticed two distinct types
of employees: the older, full-time
employees who choose to work at
Walmart instead of staying at home,
and students working part-time.
In addition to the types of employees, I noticed that if a student was
close to their graduating year, they
would be offered more important
tasks, more hours and a transfer to a
department that is short-staffed.
And when the employee graduates, they would be offered a promotion as a mid-level manager in the
department they were conveniently

...As the months went by I
began to realize the
limitations that working in
retail had put on my future.

transferred to.
It always seems great for the employee — they have just graduated
and are immediately offered a job. It
may not be in the field they studied
in, but it’s a job.
Many associates in this situation
accept the promotion and consequently push other career plans back
to work full-time.
It makes sense for high school
graduates who have to fund their
own education to do this.
Studies show that 45.9 per cent of
Canadian students have to independently pay for their tuition, and only
15 per cent of those chose to rely on
student loans alone, meaning the
rest has to depend on other means
of acquiring the fund — usually
through finding a part-time or fulltime job.
But often throughout their work
year, those employees would be
offered more opportunities within
the store — chances to climb the
corporate ladder — and before they
know it, they need to make a decision
between continuing an already established career at Walmart or quitting to
pursue their dream job.
Often, employees are put under a

lot of pressure to make this decision.
Currently, 38.9 per cent of the
retail workforce in Canada is composed of people with post-secondary
education and 36.1 per cent with a
high school diploma.
So it is becoming more common
for graduates with a higher education level to remain in the retail
workforce despite an average annual
income of under $30,000 for retail
associates.
On the other hand, the average annual income for all other professions
in Canada is just over $45,000, with
the majority of employees achieving
post-secondary education.
With an employment distribution
of 38.6 per cent for persons aged 15
to 24, it is likely that those numbers
will be added to the employment
rate of the next age bracket in the
upcoming years, and this will take
away a portion of employees from
other professions, such as research
and medicine.
Therefore, students need to be
informed that other career opportunities are available, and if you leave
retail it is not the end of the world.
Many employment agencies are
available to recent graduates such
as the Career Development Centre
on campus and countless online
resources dedicated to career placement for recent graduates.
The bottom line is, it is way more
advantageous to pursue a career in
your field of study rather than taking
a higher position in an occupation
such as retail.
Sure, working at your first parttime job is great in the short term,
but just make sure it does not blind
you of your full potential.
Even if you have to search endlessly looking for the right job, it is
still not a dead end.
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The BRICS bank signifies a new era
TARIQUE PLUMMER
OPINION COLUMNIST

I can lucidly recall being seated in
my social studies class and hearing
my charismatic teacher, Mr. Smith,
articulate the statement that has now
proven to reflect a profound truth.
He said, “Any market which has
been dominated by a monopoly and
now sees the invasion of a rivaling body will almost always benefit
the recipients or consumers of the
service.”
Small indebted nations and Caribbean states are anxiously watching
the birth of the BRICS Development
Bank, because the liberal, economic
and political order of the world is
now being threatened primarily
because a few deserving yet powerful
nations were not allowed to sit at the
table with the “big boys.”
The New Development Bank is
being formed by BRICS, five rapidly
developing nations: Brazil, Russia,
India, China and South Africa. The
ultimate objective of this new financial institution is to fund infrastructure projects in developing countries
while affording them the privilege of
selecting their own way of development.
The NDB will have a capital of
$US50 billion with each country
contributing ten and $US100 billion
in reserve funds.

The structural dynamics have already been established and summits
have been frequently taking place
with the last one being in July. Before
progression, we must establish the
actions that have led to the establishment of the bank.
Generally speaking, it is the overall
aim of any prosperous country to
play a significant role on the international scene and one way to do this is
to become a major contributor in the
affairs of the International Monetary
fund and World Bank. China, India
and Brazil shared that dream and
as members of those institutions,
they wanted a real say but the voting
system within those frameworks was
unreasonable and marginalizing.
Voting power was determined
based on economic strength, so the
top five nations — USA, France, England, Japan and Germany — shared
approximately 40 per cent of voting
power. China, Brazil and India were
all accorded with mere fractions of
the voting power. Instead of producing firm allies, the flawed system of
these western strong-arms gave birth
to a set of disgruntled nations.
The face of BRICS now is five united, objectively driven and seemingly
equal power-wielding nations. It is
not a secret that the U.S. has imposed
its will, national interest and overall
perspective of global structure on
those two affiliated multilateral institutions. BRICS can take from this but
in particular, China can and should
take a truly useful lesson from this if
the aim is to present BRICS Development Bank as a viable, trustworthy
alternative to the traditional western
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economic methodology.
China is the powerhouse of BRICS;
41 per cent of the $100 billion in reserve money is unsurprisingly being
contributed solely from China.
This rapidly developing nation
already has a potent international influence and impressive track record
in infrastructure projects, but this is
not a license to get carried away.
Interestingly, it is predicted that
some of the main clients of the new
bank will be countries in the Caribbean region. China is presently the
biggest investor in the Caribbean,
hence it must be careful to balance
both its influence on BRICS and

Celebrity victimization
What do reactions to plastic surgery say about society?

Victor LY
OPINION COLUMNIST

A couple of weeks ago, Renée Zellweger made headlines for, according
to Us Weekly, a “shocking plastic
surgery” performed to win her new
roles due to her aging.
The actress, now 45, apparently
felt a compelling need to change her
natural face, with the most significant change being performed on her
eyelids.
Popular media reacted hysterically. Media outlets such as Entertainment Tonight, TMZ and Us Weekly
immediately started criticizing her
decision and forming theories on the
reason, the most popular one having
been discussed above. Other comments included how she was “just
another Hollywood actress,” and that
she has “gone too far.”
My favourite comment, though,
was, “If she hadn’t been with her
boyfriend, I wouldn’t have recognized who she was.”
It reflects something about our
society, doesn’t it? How dare this
woman change something about
herself? The truth is that the reaction
tells more of a story than the act
itself. It uncovers the disturbing and
dangerous psychology that society
at large has toward its celebrities,
which is that they exist for our entertainment and approval alone.
The negative reaction shows that

contributed image

people instinctively feel as though
they are personal stakeholders in
Zellweger’s life, and we are entitled
to be outraged at her own conscientious decision, which she likely made
after a lot of consideration.
In our ignorance, we forget that
the famous are intelligent beings
who are capable of thinking for
themselves.
Does it not parallel the way in
which we allow — or encourage
— paparazzi to follow celebrities
around, invading their sacred right to
privacy and documenting their every
move for our mindless consumption?
And then, should they have the
nerve to stand up for themselves
and express their frustrations, we
criticize them for immaturity and not
understanding how “it comes with
the fame?”
Is this what we have come to? We
can remember celebrity birthdays
but have forgotten how to be decent
human beings.

Let’s re-write the headline: rather
than “Renée Zellweger’s New Face
Due to Roles Drying Up,” how about
“Renée Zellweger Wants to Look a
Certain Way”? It seems like there’s
always some sort of judgment going
on whenever it comes to celebrities.
But let’s stop beating around the
bush and get to the base of what’s
going on here: this is a tale of envy,
of where our intense jealousy for
those who are more beautiful, more
talented and more fortunate than us
makes us believe that we can treat
them as sub-humans to be tortured.
Allowing this kind of abuse is the
only way that we can reconcile in our
hearts that their lives are so much
better than ours, as we fool ourselves
into believing that these celebrities are depraved, miserable things
rather than people to be respected.
The moral from this story is clear:
Before reflecting on the choices of
others, try reflecting on your own.
You might find that Zellweger is not,
in fact, the ugly one.

the world at large so not to give the
imperialist impression characterized
by the World Bank and IMF.
Equity should be promoted as
much as possible. It is a positive
sign however, that even though the
headquarters will be in Shanghai, the
first president will be Indian. Some
political pundits say this is a step in
the right direction.
Realistically, it does not mean
a great deal at this point. Time is
required for any program, institution or idea to mature into a truly
competitive one. BRICS must be
accorded that time to develop before
the underrepresented world can start

asking for miracles to be pulled out
of a hat. Comparatively, taking into
account all that BRICS is proclaiming — an alternative to the liberal but
rigid way the IMF does things — the
world is in for a treat.
A theoretical decomposition of
the fiscal strategies embedded in
the IMF will see three core things
protruding and we are expecting
counter ideas to these from BRICS:
first of all, the IMF views domestic
currency devaluation as an imperative to revenue increase and by
extension, growth.
Secondly, increased taxation is
viewed also in the same light. Point
to note, the standard of the society is
often not sufficiently factored in, and
Jamaica, Guyana and Greece can all
attest to that.
Thirdly, privatization has become
synonymous with the IMF. Weirdly,
analyzing countries aided by this
body will lucidly show how western
institutions have invaded and benefited greatly from these victimized
countries.
With the IMF and BRICS bank
rivaling each other, it is expected that
they will share more of a complementary role than a conflicting one.
The removal of the per se global monopoly will force the IMF to adjust its
poverty reduction strategies and relief policies in order to compete with
the BRICS bank. That is in addition
to the IMF becoming more transparent and growth driven.
Again, time is required before a
more thorough analysis can be done,
but for now, the stage is set for a
potential game changer.
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Women improve to 5-2
Laurier bounces back after loss to Western Saturday
will prowse
staff writer

The Wilfrid Laurier University
women’s hockey team bounced back
from a Saturday loss with a tidy 4-1
win over the Windsor Lancers on
Sunday night.
Coming off a defeat at the hands
of the Western Mustangs, the team
was led by a gutsy performance from
second-year goalie Amanda Smith.
The Hawks grabbed control of the
game early and did not relinquish
it, playing efficient hockey that
prevented the physical Lancers team
from ever gaining a foothold.
Playing in back-to-back games,
Smith put forth a strong performance, stopping 26 of 27 shots sent
her way and ensuring their early lead
was never threatened. The effort was
not lost on her teammates.
“It’s fantastic. Again, back-tobacks are hard, and it’s probably
even harder since she’s got more
equipment to move in,” said captain
Laura Brooker.
“She came out strong, she stopped
and blocked everything. She made
some great passes, was out of her
net and active — she was on point
tonight.”
Smith was modest after the game,
praising her teammates for their
defensive efforts. But she was also
conscious of the workload she has
taken on.
“Obviously it takes a toll on your
body, but when you’re out there you
don’t really feel it. It’s when you get

home after, and the next day. The
adrenaline pushes you through it,”
she said.
Laurier’s offence was paced by a
two-goal performance from Brooker.
After a difficult week of practice, the
fifth-year captain mentioned that her
three-point showing felt like a weight
off her back.
“I’ve had a rough week of practices
— it felt like my feet weren’t moving,
so it felt great. To be able to come out
with a W is the most important thing
and get some points,” she said.
Saturday night’s 3-2 loss to Western was a trying one, as there was a
frustrating lack of scoring despite a
whopping 50 shots on goal from the
Hawks. In Sunday night’s game, it
took the home team just 16 shots to
tally their four goals.
According to coach Rick Osborne,
Sunday’s shooting performance
means things are trending in the
right direction.
“We talked an awful lot about
shooting with a purpose, and setting
things up,” he said.
”[Brooker and Freiburger] have
not been playing like snipers so far.
They’ve been pretty focused on the
defensive side of their game, and we
generally generate more offence than
we have.”
“I know I’m looking forward to
scoring more goals in the next little
while. We’ve had a good start defensively, a slow start offensively, and
I just think the law of averages will
come around.”
Special teams played an integral

role in holding the Lancers at bay.
Aggressive, physical play by both
teams caused the Hawks to struggle
to stay out of the penalty box.
But the Laurier penalty kill stymied the Windsor offence, holding
them to a single goal in nine chances. Smith thought her communication with her defenders was the key
element to the penalty kill success.
“We’re getting better every day. I
find that I have really good communication with our defence, they’re
talking to me and I’m talking to
them. Everyone’s giving it their all
out there — people are laying down
the body, blocking shots,” she said.
Osborne also credited the return
of valued defenseman Jacky Normandeau as important in the team’s
victory.
Despite playing for the women’s
soccer team earlier in the day,
Normandeau’s cadence calmed the
defensive unit and encouraged better play.
“She just doesn’t panic under
pressure, she’s a cool customer. Her
first pass is absolutely bang-on most
of the time, and to the right player.”
The Golden Hawks’ Sunday win
moved their Ontario University Athletics record to 5-2, good enough for
fourth place in the standings. Their
next test comes when they take on a
2-4 Ryerson Rams squad on Nov. 9.
“We’re back to one game next
weekend, so it’s on focusing having
some good practices, good workouts
off the ice and coming out hard for
the one game,” Brooker said.

andreas patsiaouros/staff photographer

Women’s hockey lost to Western but defeated Windsor, improving to 5-2.

rugby

Hawks fall in playoffs
Men’s rugby’s lost to Brock 36-22, ending their season
josh peters
sports editor

The first year of the rebuilding process has ended for the Wilfird Laurier
University men’s rugby team.
The team lost in the quarterfinals
of the Ontario University Athletics
playoffs last Wednesday, one year
after recording a winless season.
They fell 36-22 in a loss to the Brock
Badgers.
According to Head coach Ian
McLeod, the team did not play
to their potential and could have
walked away as OUA semi-finalists.
“I thought we played reasonably
well, but I thought we could have
played better … I certainly would not
question the effort of the guys. At the
end of the day, we did not deserve to
win on that day, but I think we have
a team that could have beat Brock.
That was a little disappointing in that
way,” he said.
McLeod took over as head coach
this year, trying to instill a new
culture into a club that had a history
of being on the outside looking in
for quite some time. The team went
3-5 this year. This is the most wins
they have had since 2009 when they
achieved a record of 4-4.
Although McLeod was disappointed with the final results he said
he realizes even getting the first win
of the season was monumental for
his vision of the program and the
season.
“That was huge, not so much for
me, but for the guys that have been
here for two, three, four years now.

Just to get a win under their belt and
say that, ‘Hey, things are changing a
little bit here,’ ” he said.
That message stayed with the team
for the rest of the year, as they started
to believe they could compete
against top teams. It’s a message
that has resonated with fourth-year
center Brandon Kostyk.
“The coach has tried to instil a new
rugby culture and to expect more
from each other and from ourselves
and not be satisfied with mediocrity.
We are on an upswing on every note,
but you can always be better, there is
room for improvement,” he said.
Looking at the season of the
whole, McLeod said he is satisfied
with the ultimate result.
“If I was going to rate it I would
give it an eight out of 10. I thought
we could have won the one playoff
game,” he said. “Overall as a program
I think it was a great stride. Hopefully it will encourage some recruits
coming forward to think that Laurier
is a good rugby school, and I’d like be
a part of that.”
Going forward, the focus now
shifts to a recruiting mentality,
McLeod said. Laurier will be losing
some significant players to graduation and will need to fill those holes
in order to improve off of this year’s
success.
For McLeod, recruiting is somewhat of a science that has a lot more
to do than talent. This marks his first
offseason with a full season under
his belt, and will now search for the
best players for his team.
“We have to find the right players

“Overall as a program I
think it was a great stride.
Hopefully it will encourage
some recruits...”

-Ian McLeod, rugby head coach

as far as attitude and culture are
concerned because I think that was
an issue in the past here that we are
trying to change slowly but surely,”
he said.
Kostyk, who will head into his
final season at Laurier next season, is
optimistic about the upcoming year.
“Hopefully with Ian in place and
some key rookies that came in this
year, better recruiting again this year
we can definitely bring the program
up and make a name for ourselves in
Ontario and Canada,” he said.
As the preparation for next season
begins, Coach McLeod would like
to see one thing above everything
else — continuous improvement.
He believes that for the program to
continue to grow, the results have to
keep getting better with every new
season.
“We made the quarter finals this
year so we need to get to at least the
semi-finals next year. We cannot be
content with what we have done so
far.,” he said.
“We have to keep pushing this
thing forward.”
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Ellenor poised to succeed
mitchell Consky
staff writer

Whitney Ellenor is a player who believes in pushing through obstacles
and persevering at all costs.
In October of last season, the fifthyear women’s basketball centre injured her ankle and took some time
off for recovery. Her comeback led to
being named the “all-star MVP,” with
34 points throughout last season’s
Concordia Tournament.
Last weekend, in an exhibition
game in Sudbury, Ellenor faced
another injury on her knee.
“I was just running up on offence
and I kind of got tripped and when
I landed my knee twisted funny,”
she said. “A couple days off of rest
should make me good to go for next
weekend.”
Ellenor went on to explain her
motivation to persevere, despite
obstructions such as injuries.
“I love playing basketball. I want to
play as long as I can and as much as
I can. This is my last year and I knew
I wanted to finish up my eligibility.
And, of course, my teammates were
another motivation to come back,”
she said.
The women’s basketball team
completed their pre-season games
with six wins and three losses.
Coach Paul Falco commented on
how the team is looking going in to
the season..
“We’re looking good. We had
some ups and downs [in pre-season],
we had some really good games and
we had some where we struggled. We
hope that we learned some lessons
along the way about our strengths
and weaknesses, and we’re looking
forward to getting things started with
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Women’s basketball star centre Whitney Ellenor is ready to lead her team in 2014 just a year after claiming bronze.

our real games.”
Ellenor has high expectations for
this season, coming in after losing
some veteran talent a year ago.
“We have a younger team this
year so there’s going to be a lot of
development throughout the year,”
she said.
“A lot of our younger players are
learning from our veteran players.
We’ve got a good group of returners that have been here for three or
four years, so there’s a lot that the
younger girls can learn from them.
We’re learning to play and work as
team better.”
As a veteran herself, Ellenor
explained some of her motivational
techniques for the new girls coming
in. She is looking to emerge as one of

the team’s leaders and guide the way
for her teammates this season.
“One of the biggest things I talked
about with coach and some of the
other leaders on the team, is leading
by example and just working hard
both on and off the court, in both
practice and game, thinking positive. That’s kind of a way to show the
younger players how Laurier basketball is and how we work as a team.”
Ellenor refused to take all of the
credit in terms of assuming the
leadership role this year. She was
adamant that fourth-year Courtney
Bruce is another player who helps
keep the players motivated.
“She’s one of the most positive players we have on the team.
She works extremely hard in both

practice and game. She’ll hit the floor
multiple times and always keeps going. I think that’s something that a lot
of the younger players can also look
up to and learn from,” she said.
With Ellenor at the helm, Falco is
optimistic about the team’s ability, but is hesitant to make any
predictions before the season gets
underway.
“It’s a little bit tough to say how
we’re going to do. We haven’t seen
all the teams in our conference. But
we have a competitive team. We are
going to improve and get better and
everyone on the roster will be stepping up their game,” he said.
The team’s first regular season
game this Friday at 6 p.m. at the
Athletic Complex.
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soccer

Hawks face
devastating
loss in soccer
Women’s soccer fails to advance to
nationals after two final four losses
drew yates
staff writer

The Wilfrid Laurier University
women’s soccer team may have lost
the battle for a berth into nationals,
but they did not go down without a
fight.
The Hawks were eliminated from
the Ontario University Athletics final
four by the University of Ontario
Institute of Technology Ridgebacks
with a score of 2-0 on Sunday, ending their playoff run. On Saturday,
Laurier had their first opportunity
to advance to nationals with a win
against the top seeded Ottawa GeeGee’s, but lost in overtime with a
score of 1-0.
There were high expectations for
the squad entering the weekend.
They ended the regular season with
a dominant record of 12-1-3, which
was good for second in Ontario.
This will be the first time since
2009 that the Hawks have come away
from the OUA final four without a
medal.
“I have no idea what to say to
them right now,” head coach Barry
MacLean said, moments after the
bronze medal game. “Most of them
have spilled all of their guts on the

“I have no idea what to say
to them right now ... most
of them have spilled all of
their guts on the field.”

-Barry MacLean, women’s soccer
head coach

field.”
In what was seen to be a physical
match from the get-go, the Hawks
put everything they had to try and
secure their national berth. It was in
the tenth minute when things started
to go awry.
While running up the wing, fifthyear midfielder Julie Maheu took a
hard hit while chasing the ball and
was down for a few minutes before
struggling to get up. She continued
playing but was substituted out after
a few minutes when she continued
to struggle. She did not return to the
game.
First-year midfielder Julie Karn,
second-year Jessica Craig and fifthyear defender Kelsey Tikka would
also take a knock and be helped off
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Women’s soccer fell to the Ottawa Gee Gee’s and the UOIT Ridgebacks this weekend by scores of 1-0 and 2-0.

the field.
They all were substituted back
onto the field later in the game after
quick repairs from the sidelines.
After a scoreless first half the
Ridgebacks were on the board first,
after an uncharacteristic mistake
sent second-year Cassandra Sribny
in all alone on fourth-year Maggie
Carmichael, and although Carmichael was able to get a piece of the
ball, it bounced past her and into
the net.
The Ridgebacks added an extra
tally in the dying minutes of the
game, ending the Hawks chances of

a comeback to send the game into
overtime.
For Tikka and Maheu, this was
their last year playing with the team,
as they entered their final year of
eligibility this last season.
Despite an early exit from the OUA
semifinals and a near-miss chance
to go to nationals, MacLean was optimistic about the depth the Hawks
showed this season.
“Our core is great. We have players
on the bench that didn’t play that
are exceptional players and they are
going to grow into a situation where
they are going to be an impact play-

ers in the league,” he said.
Specifically, he will be looking
to continue to build an already
strong club around star player Emily
Brown and Maggie Carmichael this
offseason
“We’ve got strong defense, there’s
a good chance Maggie Carmichael
will come back in goal. That will be
huge thing,” he said. “On the defensive end, we got a lot of quality, and
midfield, we won’t drop off. Up front,
we’ll see what happens with Emily
Brown but we have five or six other
options in the front of the pitch, so,
I’m excited about the future.”

Coming up short in the quarters

football

The Western Mustangs defeated Laurier Saturday by a final score of 25-10, ending their season
josh peters
sports editor

The immediate focus of the Wilfrid
Laurier University men’s football
team is now on the future.
They saw their season come to
an end on Saturday in London in
their first playoff game against the
Western Mustangs. It was a frustrating game for the club as they fell
25-10 despite a stingy defence which
held the Mustangs out of the end
zone for 58 out of the 60 minutes of
the contest.
The momentum belonged solely
in the hands of the Hawks in the early stages of the game. Star Mustang
quarterback Will Finch was sidelined
with a concussion and his replacement, Stevenson Bone, started the
game.
Bone was the starter for the 61-20
win against Laurier earlier in the
season. In that game, Hawks’ quarterback threw a pick on the first play
of the game.
On Saturday, Bone dropped back
for his very first pass on the day, and
was met with the same fate by way
of an interception by Laurier safety,
Ben Millar.
For head coach Michael Faulds,
that play was a surge he thought his
team could really use.
“It was a great momentum boost,”
he said. “It was good to jump off the
bat with a big interception, and then
we capped that drive off with a Dillon touchdown.”
“That was a great start and then we
ended up getting a field goal to go up
10-0 but we just could not do enough
in the second half offensively.”
Offence was truly the struggle for
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Men’s football lost in the quarter-finals to the Western Mustangs by a score of 25-10, effectivley ending their year.

Laurier Saturday. Faulds touched on
his team’s inability to put up points
following the first quarter, allowing
the Mustangs to claw back into the
game and eventually take the lead.
“It was definitely a struggle. We
had a couple of good runs from Dillon [Campbell] but the passing game
was a struggle. I told James [Fracas],
I’m super proud of him. He played
the last three games with a broken
thumb. Not to use that as an excuse,
but you could see that it affected
him,” he said.
That description is an accurate
microcosm of the entire season for
Laurier. The offence — which did

have its moments — relied heavily
on the running game this year. More
specifically, they relied on Campbell to combat their insufficient air
attack.
The team finished the year with
an average of 467.6 yards a game.
This is up from 380.6 yards last year.
However, this year they ranked tenth
in passing yards with just 201 per
game, down from 243 last season —
a season where they won just a single
game.
Their running game improved by
194 per cent this season, carrying
the offensive load with 267 yards.
Campbell alone had 46 per cent of

the team’s total offence.
Collectively this may not be ideal,
but it did create efficiency for the
Hawks in some situations this season. Their ability to run helped them
significantly in the red zone. They
finished first in the province in red
zone efficiency, going 25 for 26.
The defence on the other hand,
was Laurier’s calling card in their
lone playoff game, coming away
with a total of five sacks, of which
defensive lineman Kwaku Boateng
had three. He said he believes this
game was a building block for a
young team.
“I think it just comes down to

our great coaching staff, and just
the motivation and how much we
want it. With a young group, we are
all tight knit, and eventually we will
become that elite team like you see
with Western,” he said.
Faulds, who only assumed the role
of head coach last season, put things
in perspective for the club, who saw
a massive improvement this year.
According to him, this is just one step
in a long growth process.
“You can see the progression
and the steps that we have taken.
Obviously you are never satisfied
until you are the team holding up
that Vanier cup at the end,” he said.
“But, I’m proud of how our guys have
battled and gone from the bottom
of the pack to more of the middle of
the pack.”
Faulds has preached determination and effort from the day he
arrived in Waterloo.
It is something that Boateng says
has resonated in the locker room and
in the gym.
“You go to lift at six in the morning
and you might think that, ‘I don’t
have to go because coach won’t
be there.’ But no — coach is there
watching you and writing everything
down. It forces you to be a lot more
disciplined,” he said.
The team embodied their coach’s
spirit though their hard preparation
throughout the season, and Faulds is
showing has no plans to let up.
“It’s the end of the road for our
seniors, but for everyone else it just
continues. There really is no end to
the season for us. We’ll have workouts, we’ll continue to practice,” he
said. “This thing just never ends. It’s
a 12 month of the year job.”

